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FI E LD NOTE S

Anniversaries Celebrate the Future
With a history of more than 180 years, the Museum of Science marks a new milestone
virtually every day. Special anniversaries give us occasion to reflect on what we have
accomplished and honor those who helped us along the way. But more importantly,
anniversaries provide an institution with an opportunity to look into the future.
This issue of the Museum of Science Magazine features several special anniversaries:
•

This year we marked the 25th anniversary of the Mugar Omni Theater. Since 1987,
the Omni has provided our visitors with a one-of-a-kind viewing and learning
experience. We are fortunate to have the only 180-degree IMAX Dome in New
England, and we are fortunate to have supporters like former trustee David Mugar in
our community.

•

For 15 years, Women in Science (WIS) has provided mentorship and networking
opportunities for women and recognized the outstanding research and innovative
work being done by women in the region. Now, with the establishment of the Women
In Science Endowed Innovation Fund (WISE), members of WIS have established a
permanent fund at the Museum to ensure that girls and young women will have
access to STEM education programs at the Museum.

•

My own Museum of Science anniversary—ten years in January 2013—is shared
with one of the most important curricula initiatives within our National Center for
Technological Literacy®: the tenth anniversary of Engineering is Elementary® (EiE®).
The growth of EiE has been nothing short of phenomenal. Our projections indicate
that EiE will reach its 5 millionth student in June of 2013.

As we mark new milestones in the coming years and witness new achievements with our
engaging exhibits, our innovative programs for children and adults, and our award-winning
engineering curricula, we will continue to fulfill our mission to transform the nation’s
relationship with science and technology.
We are a museum of two worlds—the natural and engineered worlds. We also encompass—
in a way like no other institution—the two distinct worlds of formal and informal education.
We are a museum of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. We are a museum
with a proud and inspiring past, and we are a museum with promising plans for an
exciting future.

Ioannis Miaoulis
President and director
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Living and Learning
in the Engineered World

>

Students from Northfield Community Elementary
School in New Jersey take on the Tower Power
design challenge.

2
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The Museum of Science, through its National Center for Technological
Literacy® (NCTL®), has been leading efforts to increase engineering
and technological literacy through advocacy, curriculum development,
and teacher professional development. With Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) for K – 12 set to include the practice of engineering,
NCTL curricula for elementary, middle school, and high school students
will fulfill an emerging need for textbooks and proven lessons as each
state adopts NGSS.
“Traditionally, science curricula focused mostly on the natural world,” says Museum of Science
president and director Ioannis Miaoulis. “But it is the technological, engineered world that
forms the experience of our daily lives. That’s why the NCTL has developed standards-based
engineering curricula reflecting the human-made world.”
Headquartered in the Gordon Wing of the Museum of Science, NCTL’s mission is to raise
awareness and understanding of engineering in schools and museums. In addition to
comprehensive K – 12 curricula offerings (Engineering is Elementary®, Engineering Now, and
Engineering the Future), NCTL strives to inform and influence policy and programs to support
the advancement of K – 12 technology and engineering education, working with all levels of
government policymakers to help promote and sustain the benefits of engineering education.
The NCTL has become an integral part of the life of the Museum, and a growing segment of
the institution’s intellectual capital. “The NCTL provides a forum for national leadership in
technology education and literacy,” says Museum trustee Dr. Richard DiPerna, chair of the
NCTL advisory committee. “This is central to our mission, builds on all the strengths of the
Museum, and is critical to our nation’s future.”
The level of interest in STEM education (science, technology engineering, and mathematics)
has increased greatly over the past few years. STEM is in the national discourse, and it is an
important priority of the Obama administration. Miaoulis says, “It is essential to teach schoolchildren the engineering design skills and concepts that engage them in applying their math
and science knowledge. Students must develop a practical understanding of how science and
technology influence their lives and how they will influence technological innovation as members of the 21st Century workforce—not only scientists but also engineers and technicians.”
Massachusetts Senator John Kerry recognizes NCTL’s lead role in this effort. “The National
Center for Technological Literacy helps grow the next generation of engineers and scientists.
I am grateful to the Museum of Science for providing this tremendous resource to our kids.
This will help keep Massachusetts as a leader in technological advances, which is critical to
staying competitive in a global economy.”

Engineering is Elementary
“Ten years ago, people thought we were crazy for even thinking about engineering at the
elementary level,” says Christine Cunningham, vice president of research and educator
resource development. “Nobody knew what it would look like. In a sense, that was ultimately
beneficial because there were no bad habits that we had to undo.”
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The Engineering is Elementary (EiE®) curriculum integrates engineering and technology
lessons with science, math, language arts, and social studies, via storybooks and hands-on
design activities for first- through fifth-graders. Twenty storybooks and classroom units
present engineering design challenges that show elementary schoolchildren how to apply
their knowledge of science while strengthening their creativity and collaborative skills.
Introducing each unit are storybooks about children in different parts of the world solving
problems through engineering.
“EiE is designed to engage all students at the elementary level in the basics of engineering,
design, problem solving, and creativity,” Cunningham explains. “Our goal is to foster those
skills at a very young age to potentially interest them in careers in engineering and to build
problem solving skills and a way to look at the world from many different perspectives.”
“The National Center for
Technological Literacy helps
grow the next generation
of engineers and scientists.
I am grateful to the Museum
of Science for providing this
tremendous resource to
our kids.”
— Senator John Kerry

After 60,000 hours of development and rigorous field-testing (Cunningham estimates
over 3,000 hours of development time goes into 8 hours of class time for each unit),
EiE has served over 43,000 teachers and is projected to reach its 5 millionth student
in June 2013.
EiE received critical funding in its formative years from corporate supporters like Intel
Foundation, S.D. Bechtel Jr. Foundation, Liberty Mutual Foundation, Cognizant, and
Raytheon. A new $3 million grant from the National Science Foundation will fund a
four-year study of the impact EiE has on students, particularly underperforming and
underserved students.

“Do we have STE M today?”
“The EiE approach is different from other curricular programs in that it guides students to an
understanding of the science, math, and technology,” says Adrian Pearson, principal at the
Rachel Freeman School of Engineering, a K – 5 magnet school in Hanover County, North
Carolina. “Through the use of the EiE storybooks, our students are learning about engineering
and other cultures around the world. Our teachers integrate a study of the countries in which
the storybooks take place into their instruction. The activities in the kit help the students
understand how to solve a problem and exactly what each engineer is responsible for doing.”
Fay Crooks, a second grade teacher at Northfield Community Elementary School in New Jersey,
says her students are very excited about EiE. “They enter the class in the morning asking,
‘Do we have STEM today?’ and they are quite disappointed when it isn’t scheduled.” Crooks
has been teaching for 22 years, and she says, “I have often heard students speak about what
they want to be when they grow up, but it brought a smile to hear from more than one student—
both boys and girls—that they wanted to be engineers when they grew up.”
Her colleague, Kevin Jarrett, a K – 4 teacher of computer education at Northfield, attended an
“Everyone Engineers” workshop at the Museum of Science this past summer. He gives high
marks to Kristin Sargianis, the professional development director for EiE who led the workshop.
“The ‘hands-on’ nature of the workshop was a huge help because it let us experience the content
from the student’s perspective.” Jarret also makes use of the online support provided for EiE
instructors. “The online how-to and classroom videos are incredibly helpful. As a visual learner,
I really appreciate seeing the lessons in action. The videos give me more confidence to let the
students control their learning.”
Alison Ashton, the STEM Specialist overseeing, facilitating, and monitoring EiE use at the
Rachel Freeman School of Engineering (and a two-time teacher of the year), says, “Parents seem
to be embracing the EiE curriculum at our school. Those who are in the classrooms during an
EiE activity are always amazed at what students are capable of creating. Many will ask more
questions about the project and a few have even jumped in to try their hand meeting the
design challenge.”
4
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Scaling up the Gateway Project
“In the first three years of

host a progress session in the springtime.” Eight Massa-

the Gateway Project, we

chusetts districts participated last summer, and Gateway

had 50 school districts,

also offered a Summer Institute in San Antonio, Texas.

says Yvonne Spicer, NCTL’s
vice president for advocacy
and educational partnerships. “Right now, we’re
serving 85 school districts
in Massachusetts. When
you think about what those
85 districts represent,
it is nearly a half million
>

Yvonne Spicer, EdD
NCTL Vice President for Advocacy
and Educational Partnerships

Spicer, who was recognized recently as a Distinguished
Technology Educator by the International Technology &
Engineering Educators Association and by WEST
(Women Entrepreneurs in Science and Technology)
with a Leadership for Societal Impact Award, was, it is
interesting to note, a participant in the very first Gateway
Summer Institute, in 2005, when she was director of
career and technical education in Newton Public Schools.

students. And our districts

Sustai n i ng Su pport for th e Gateway Proj ect

are urban, suburban, rural.”

In addition to longtime funding received annually from

Spicer also points out that

an anonymous donor in the Museum of Science com-

the Gateway Project model is being replicated in Texas,

munity, Gateway Project was recently awarded $50,000

Maine, New Hampshire, and is poised to offer the

in funding through the Massachusetts STEM Pipeline

program in all 19 school districts in Delaware.

Fund’s @Scale initiative.

The Gateway Project helps school districts develop

“The Museum of Science Gateway Project is helping

strategic action plans to implement science, technology,

school districts across Massachusetts develop strategic

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) programs. Since

plans to implement and engage students in technology

its inception at the Museum of Science in 2005, Gateway

and engineering programs,” said Lieutenant Governor

has served to guide systemic change, introducing educa-

Timothy Murray, Chair of the Governor’s Science, Tech-

tors and school district administrators to resources that

nology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) Advisory Council.

support standards-based curricula assessments. Spicer

“As we continue to work with partners throughout the

says, “Some of the districts may implement Engineering

Commonwealth to promote STEM initiatives, the Gateway

is Elementary, others may start with Engineering the

Project is an exemplary model that is inspiring the next

Future, NCTL’s high school engineering curriculum.”

generation of students to study and pursue careers in

Gateway offers a three-day Engineering Summer

STEM.”

Institute, and school districts send a team of teachers—

The Gateway Project was one of only seven projects

elementary, middle school, and high school—along with

state-wide selected for @Scale endorsement. “This grant

a superintendent, department chair, or curriculum

from the state will allow us to offer Gateway to 16 new

coordinator. Gateway is a rare program that brings

school districts,” says Spicer, “particularly those serving

together a cohort of K – 12 educators from the same

a large percentage of students of color or that are

district. “We host progress sessions for all of our districts

struggling academically.”

in the fall,” says Spicer. “We ask them, ‘How’s that plan
working?’ and then we make a site visit, as well as

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
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Time is Right for Engineering Now!
Middle school is hard. It’s a time of transition, and

Typically, middle school

there’s a great range in physical development and

science programs are

maturity from one pre-teen to the next. Academically,

disciplinary-based: for

there is often witnessed a significant dropoff in

example, students may

interest and abilities in math and science.

study earth science in

“Kids begin thinking about careers a bit more concretely
in middle school,” says Peter Wong, director of university
relations at the Museum of Science and project lead
on Engineering Now!, the middle school engineering
curriculum in development at the NCTL. “In high school
they’ll need to start making some choices. But they

sixth grade, life science
in seventh grade, and physical science in eighth grade.
Some districts and states opt for a more integrated,
spiral-based approach, teaching each science discipline
in each grade, at an increasing complexity. Engineering
Now! is designed to fit both approaches.

don’t realize that unless they have developed a solid

Wong and his team (Lorraine Grosslight, Jacob Milliron,

base in math in middle school, they won’t be prepared.

education consultants, and interns), are working closely

They also need to have positive experiences in their

with partners like WGBH, Teacher Geek, which retails

STEM classes to keep their options open.”

materials kits for each design challenge, and LAB TV,

Engineering Now! is a curriculum for grades 6 – 8
that addresses concepts, practices, and cross-cutting

an initiative sponsored by the National Defense
Education Program to highlight careers in STEM.

topics in science, technology, engineering, and math.

The advent of affordable tablet PCs has added a new

The curriculum consists of 10 instructional units, each

dimension to Engineering Now! The interactive lessons

focused on a different technology and a related

seem ideal for a digital textbook that can incorporate

engineering design challenge.

video and web-based content. “We’re exploring digital

Wong came to the Museum from Tufts University eight
years ago, and he still teaches one course in fluid
mechanics each year at Tufts. “We’re currently in

edition textbooks actively, and are on our way there,”
says Wong. “Engineering Now! can use the media
appropriately, particularly the social learning layer.”

formative development with Engineering Now!” Wong

The 10-unit Engineering Now! curriculum covers a

reports. “Most of the heavy work is done. We are

range of engineering and technology topics, including

conceptualizing the main activity for the last two units.”

aerospace, agriculture, biomechanics, construction,

In much the same way the lessons in Engineering is
Elementary begin with a storybook, students kick off
each Engineering Now! unit with an episode or video
from the popular WGBH show Design Squad Nation.
Student teams are then assigned a hands-on design
challenge to solve using science and engineering.
Students also spend time in class learning about
careers related to engineering.

manufacturing, and more. The Museum of Science
received initial funding to develop a middle school
engineering curriculum from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Genzyme, Noyce Foundation, the National Defense Education Program, Google,
and National Grid. An additional $800,000 in support
is currently sought to fund the next two years of work
on Engineering Now!

6
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Building on Success
“From the beginning, we had to listen very carefully to teachers in the field and to students,” says Cunningham.
“There’s no way that this program could be what it is if we didn’t have a large group of dedicated teachers helping us
figure out what really works. EiE was also driven by an interest to help underserved and underrepresented kids have
access to STEM. From the first day of the project, we were committed to creating a curriculum that didn’t just reach the
top group of kids—the kids who were already interested in science. If we couldn’t do it for every kid, and particularly
struggling students, then it wasn’t going to be acceptable.”
That same approach went into the testing and development of NCTL’s high school engineering curriculum, Engineering
the Future, and is built into the process now well underway for the new middle school curriculum, Engineering Now!
Earlier this year, Miaoulis announced NCTL’s participation in Project ENGINEER, an international initiative funded
by the European Commission and directed by Bloomfield Science Museum Jerusalem in Israel, that will use the EiE
model to introduce engineering to 27,000 students and 1,000 teachers in primary schools and museums in nine
European countries and Israel. Teams of EU science museum educators, curriculum experts, and teachers will
develop ten design challenge units in ten disciplines, adapting to European contexts EiE’s successful process of
developing curriculum.
“The work of the NCTL has brought the Museum more prominently into the national and world arena,” says DiPerna.
“The Museum is a recognized leader in the field of educating the public and our children about science and technology.
NCTL has created many new relationships and opportunities for the Museum to forge collaborative efforts for an even
greater impact.” n

It’s About Time
NCTL-developed High School Curriculum has a New Publisher

With Key Curriculum Press, NCTL’s original publishing partner for Engineering the Future,
transitioning from publishing to educational technology development, It’s About Time,
a leading publisher of middle and high school science and mathematics programs,
has added Engineering the Future to its frontlist.
“We’re thrilled Engineering the Future has found such a good home,” says Karen Coe, Key Curriculum’s president
and CEO. “It’s About Time’s inquiry-based approach to learning aligns directly with the objectives of the program.”
A full-year course designed to introduce students to the world of technology and engineering, Engineering the Future
helps high school students answer the question: “Why should I study math, science, and engineering if I’m not
planning a technical career?” The textbook is written from the viewpoint of practicing engineers. Thirty-two men and
women from various ethnic and cultural backgrounds tell what it’s like to be an engineer. These first-person stories
teach students important concepts that relate to their own design projects. Students learn skills like making scale
drawings and combining components into systems. In the process, they learn concepts that will help them succeed
in future science courses.
Multiple drafts of the textbook were field tested with teachers in ten states. Educator resources for Engineering
the Future include a series of three-day institutes offered over the summer at the Museum of Science. In addition,
a four-week online course is available for teachers that cannot travel to Boston for the summer institute.
Ted Fiust, a high school instructor from Arlington, and one of the textbook’s original field testers says, “Girls have
blossomed in the Engineering the Future course. They are excited about engineering.”
Engineering the Future was developed through support from the Small Business Administration, Massachusetts
Technology Collaborative Renewable Energy Trust, Lockheed Martin, Cisco Systems, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, and the Highland Street Foundation.
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
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exploration s

Bell Laboratories was the most innovative and productive
institution of the Twentieth Century. But did its enormous
size and its decades-long monopoly slow the delivery of
new products and services to market?

The Slow Birth of the Cellular Phone
By Jon Gertner, an excerpt from The Idea Factory: Bell Labs and the Great Age of American Innovation.

>

(above left) 1974 illustration of “honeycomb”
hexagonal cellular service.

The beginnings of the wireless radio business date back to ship-to-shore
calls that were first made in the early decades of the twentieth century.
A small number of ocean liners were equipped with radio-telephone
service—a business that catered to an affluent clientele stuck at sea for a
week or more. A call from a ship’s passenger would be sent over radio
waves to the shore, where it would be received by massive antenna systems
on the New Jersey coastline and then connected into the phone system.
At about the same time, land-based mobile service began. The first mobile
radios were introduced by the Detroit Police Department, and the concept
quickly caught on. The early devices for fire and police vehicles were used
only for work. A policeman could call another patrol car, for instance, but to
call his home would require getting patched into the larger phone system
through the police station switchboard. A caller couldn’t dial directly from a
mobile telephone into what was known at AT&T as “the switched network.”
As early as 1945, AT&T was reviewing plans to create a business selling
mobile telephone service to car owners. In select cities, the phone company
would mount a powerful antenna on the tallest hill or building to send and
receive calls from drivers nearby. The equipment in the cars was heavy—
the early sets were mounted in the trunk, and were connected to a handset
near the driver (later the sets were shrunk to about the size of an attaché case
and mounted under the seat). The mobile phones worked—you could call
an operator who would connect you to any number—but they were pricey:
Costs in the late 1940s ran about $15 a month (about $145 in current dollars)

8
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Ring and Young suggested considering
an area of mobile coverage not as big
circles with an antenna in the center
but as a honeycomb of small hexagons,
perhaps with antennas on the corners.
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and 15 cents for every minute you used the service. The main shortcoming, however, was that the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) had made only a narrow portion of the radio spectrum—a portion just
above the frequency of FM radio—available for mobile telephone service. The narrow spectrum meant there were
only a few channels available to make calls. In all of Manhattan, fewer than a dozen people could use their car
phones at any one time.
One of the keys to unlocking the mobile business was better technology. But another key was dangling on a chain
in Washington, D.C., at the FCC. AT&T began to petition the FCC for more spectrum in what was known as the
ultra-high-frequency, or UHF, range. These were frequencies just slightly higher than what was already available
to mobile phone users. As part of the company’s petition, engineers presented a plan that was extracted from a long
technical memo, completed in December 1947, by a Bell Labs employee, Doug Ring, who was assisted by a colleague
named Rae Young.
Their memorandum—“Mobile Telephony: Wide Area Coverage”—merely outlined how an “adequate mobile radio
system should provide service to any equipped vehicle at any point in the whole country.” Nevertheless, it entertained
an intriguing idea: Rather than continue with the idea of placing a single high-powered antenna in a city center, there
might be an advantage in spreading a multitude of low-powered antennas over a wider area to service mobile phones.
More strikingly, Ring and Young suggested considering an area of mobile coverage not as big circles with an antenna in
the center but as a honeycomb of small hexagons, perhaps with antennas on the corners. Each hexagon could represent
a distinct region for mobile reception, perhaps a few miles in diameter. Each hexagon, moreover, could have its own
range of frequencies.
This approach would allow for a very efficient use (and reuse) of the limited radio spectrum. You could connect far
more calls with many small coverage areas than a single large coverage area. If the FCC allowed a block of frequencies
to be used for mobile radio channels, Bell Labs could cut that block into, say, five slices. It could then assign a different
slice to each of five hexagons in the honeycomb. This would help minimize interference and increase capacity, since
the hexagon next door to the first hexagon would have a different slice of frequencies—and when you drove from one
hexagon to another your phone would automatically switch frequencies. The hexagon next to that would have still a
different range—and your phone would switch frequencies again. Eventually, once you got far enough away from the
first hexagon, you could drive through another clump of five hexagons with the same frequencies as the first clump.
That was feasible since the distance now precluded any interference. Once the pattern was repeated, it could be repeated
again in the neighboring area of hexagons. And the pattern could effectively go on forever. The capacity for mobile
calling would be far larger than what presently existed. Mobile radio didn’t have to be local. It could be national.
Ring and Young hadn’t used the word “cellular.” Nevertheless what they outlined—in the honeycomb of hexagons and
repeating frequencies—was exactly that. Those hexagons were cells. After Ring’s memo was forwarded to the FCC it
was filed away in New Jersey with the thousands of other technical memos that were churned out every year by Bell
Labs scientists. It was not published in the prestigious Bell System Technical Journal. It was not published anywhere,
in fact. And there is nothing to suggest it was considered a landmark of engineering.
In July 1963, a mechanical engineer named Dick Frenkiel set out for his first day of work at Bell Labs in Holmdel,
New Jersey. The new Holmdel lab, barely a year old, was a steel-and-glass six-story structure, serious and austere,
designed by the Finnish American architect Eero Saarinen. For obvious reasons, the building was soon nicknamed
the Black Box. Frenkiel accepted a dollar bill on his first day in exchange for his future patent rights. It was the same
ritual that new Bell Labs employees had enacted for decades.
In his first few years at Holmdel, Frenkiel floundered about. He was assigned to work on heavy-duty machines that
produced prerecorded phone messages, such as ones that give callers the exact date and time. In January 1966,
however, his boss came to him with a different project. As Frenkiel recalls, “Someone told Bell Labs that the FCC
was willing to consider mobile again.”

10
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Among other things, Frenkiel was handed the Ring and Young 1947 memo. He was also
teamed up with an engineer named Phil Porter and asked to write a report laying out some
ideas for a mobile phone system. On January 17, 1966, Frenkiel and Porter met to talk about
their ideas for the first time. Frenkiel scribbled some notes that day. “A system could be
developed to locate mobile at all times,” he noted. Also, there should be “hexagonal cellular
array of areas.” Neither Frenkiel nor Porter knew precisely how this would be achieved.
The two men covered the walls of their offices with maps and climbed on ladders in various
parts of the country to count hills. There were thousands of questions they would need to
answer eventually. Many of these were extremely technical, regarding reception and transmission. They talked about signal strength and interference and channel width. They knew every
cell would need to be served by what they called “base station” antennas. Still, several big
conceptual problems stood out.
The first was, How large should a hexagonal cell be? Base station antennas would be
expensive. How few could they install and still have a high-functioning system?
The second was, How could you “split” a cell? The system would almost certainly start with
just a few users—meaning big cells. But as the number of users grew, those cells would
subdivide to accommodate the traffic. And more, smaller cells would require more base
stations. What was the best and cheapest way?
>

Detail from Ring and
Young technical memo,
“Mobile Telephony: Wide
Area Coverage,” 1947.

The third was, How would you “hand off” a call from one cell to another? It had never been
done. But it would be the system’s essential characteristic. As a mobile telephone user moved
around, how could you switch the call from one antenna to another—from cell to cell, in other
words—without causing great distraction to the caller?
Frenkiel and Porter began working out some approximate answers to cell size and cell
splitting and handoffs. Their plan sat on the shelf, and they were drawn into a different Bell
Labs project, paid for by the U.S. Department of Transportation, that involved putting pay
phones on the Metroliner, a new express train that would run between Washington, D.C. and
New York City. This was a simplified application of the cellular idea. The Metroliner route was
divided into cells of different frequencies. Markers were put on the tracks—coils, actually—
that could be tripped by the train as it passed; these signaled that a call had to be handed off
from one cell, and one frequency, to another. “It was not great technology,” Frenkiel recalls,
“but it was the first cellular system.” n
Excerpted from The Idea Factory: Bell Labs and the Great Age of American Innovation. Jon Gertner. Penguin Group, 2012.

Jon Gertner, a former writer for the New York Times

Magazine, is currently editor-at-large at Fast Company
magazine, where he writes about business, technology,
and society. A graduate of Cornell University, he grew up
in Berkeley Heights, New Jersey, just a few hundred yards
from Bell Labs’ Murray Hill campus. He lives in New
Jersey with his wife and their two children.
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th e m us e u m factor

Visit the Museum’s Butterfly Garden some Saturday
morning and you might learn that there are as many
as 20,000 species of butterflies around the world…
and there’s only one Elena Strekalova.

The Butterfly Effect

>

>

>

(above, left) Curator Bob Greene with Elena Strekalova.
(above, right) South American butterfly, Common
Morho. The lighter colored section of the wing has
been applied with alcohol, which fills the tiny spaces
of the scale structures. This demonstrates that the
blue is not a color but a play of light through the
structures of the scales.
(opposite) Elena in the Butterfly Garden.

Elena Strekalova is a postdoctoral associate in the Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Her research focuses on understanding the physical properties of
disordered mesoporous materials, such as cement, using density
functional theory calculations.
Every Saturday she works at the Museum as a science interpreter in the
Butterfly Garden, alongside curator Bob Greene, his staff, and volunteers.
Strekalova has been a Museum educator since 2002, and she was instrumental in researching and developing many of the popular presentations
delivered in the Butterfly Garden since its grand opening in 2006.
She now trains new science interpreters to present these programs.

Visiting the Butterfly Garden
The Butterfly Garden, which was created with lead support from trustee
Wendy Kistler, offers one of most amazing multi-sensory experiences at the
Museum of Science. Overlooking the Charles River, the warm conservatory
is filled with exotic plants and about 250 loose butterflies, approximately
25-30 different species from New England and around the world. Even the
most rambunctious young visitors are calmed as the Butterfly Garden’s
hundreds of free-flying residents flutter about.
Visitors to the Butterfly Garden participate in guided observations led by
Museum educators, like Strekalova, covering the defining details—size,
color pattern, wing shape—that make each species unique. Printed guides
with photographs help visitors identify the butterflies, and some moths,
12
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“I want to bring the butterflies in there,
talk about science we see in our everyday
lives. I want them to learn about the
physicists who study networks and see
that networks happen everywhere.”
— Elena Strekalova

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
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while small signs describe butterfly behaviors like feeding, courting, and basking. The “emergence box” offers a
window into the butterfly’s metamorphosis from caterpillar to chrysalid to winged adult.
“We started as a sun lab,” says Strekalova. “When we began creating the Butterfly Garden, we were thinking, ‘What
are we going to teach the public?’ Butterflies are nice, but this is the Museum of Science. We need to bring something
else. So I looked into different research papers on how butterflies have memory and can learn certain things like colors
and how this particular flower has nectar and this one doesn’t. I was researching plant and butterfly interactions.”
Then she started looking at the comparative biology research of Ioannis Miaoulis, president and director of the
Museum of Science. His work examined how the butterfly’s iridescence also enables it to control how much heat
energy is absorbed by its wings and how much is reflected.
“In our interpretations we show the relationship between butterflies and solar panels, the biological optical effects of
thin-films, and how they are related to studies on photonic crystals and radiative properties of computer chips.”

A Researcher and an Educator
Born in Russia, Strekalova moved to France upon completing high school and lived there for three years. “The first
year I studied the culture, the language, and then, I went to medical school.” She emigrated to the United States in
2000 and enrolled at the University of Massachusetts, Boston a year later. “At the time,” she says, “I was a biology
major. I love biology. I just don’t like how we learn about biology. And then I discovered that I liked chemistry, and by
the time I got to the fun classes, I realized, oh, I’m interested in physics more than chemistry. As a result, in five years
I graduated with a double major, a minor, and an MS in chemistry.”
When Strekalova was a member of the Center for Polymer Studies at Boston University, where she earned her MA
and PhD in physics, she focused on the behavior of liquid water in bulk, nanoconfined, and biological environments.
Water is the most common substance on Earth, and it is a complex liquid, displaying more than 60 anomalies.
“My PhD topic was on phase transitions and critical phenomena,” says Strekalova. “It’s hard to observe liquid phase
transition experientially because water freezes. So we need to make models and observe it in those models. I was
working on how you can recognize a phase transition and its critical point.”
In her post-doc at MIT, Strekalova is studying absorption and desorption of water in cement. “I am applying tools that
are long-known to biologists in measuring bone structures to study the porosity of cement,” she says. “Understanding
cement will lead us to the development of better materials for our homes, roads, and will help oil companies have
safer and cleaner production practices by preventing the release of harmful gases into our atmosphere.”
This fall Strekalova is teaching a 200-level honors course at the UMass Boston called, Science: in the Universe, Nature,
Art and Daily Life. “I try to demonstrate to my students—no matter their concentration—that they can take an active
participation in the development of science and technology, that they are all scientists at heart.”
She wants her students to experience original science papers, like Gregor Mendel on genetics and Barbara McClintock
on jumping genes. “I want to give my students historical background,” she says. “I want to bring the butterflies in
there, talk about science we see in our everyday lives. I want them to learn about the physicists who study networks
and see that networks happen everywhere. The other topic I want to bring in is chaos—like an example of the butterfly
effect, how things become synchronized or chaotic.”
Somehow, Strekalova balances these disparate interests—water, cement, butterflies—just as she balances her life in
higher education with her passion for teaching at the Museum, in an informal setting.
“The Museum might appear completely different from my PhD program or my work at MIT, but sometimes you don’t
know where you get the inspiration or how the concepts can be related. I’m still thinking I might go into industry or
finance or consulting because they do the same models and computations, they look at the same trends. It’s so funny
how things come together.” n
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The Marian G. and Stephen P. Mugar Omni Theater has been one of the
most powerful education tools at the Museum of Science for 25 years.

Really Big Show

>

>

>

(above, left) Local
students parade to
1 Science Park at grand
opening of the Marian G.
and Stephen P. Mugar
Omni Theater, March 21,
1987.
(above, right) David Mugar
cuts ribbon at grand
opening. Roger Nichols,
Museum president and
director from 1982-1987,
with microphone.
(opposite) Initial theater
rendering, “inside the egg”
of the Omni Theater.

Since its grand opening in March 1987, the Mugar Omni Theater, New England’s only large-format
screen to feature the IMAX® projection system and the region’s only 180-degree dome theater,
has attracted an audience of more than 17 million viewers, with a school attendance of 3 million
students.
It should come as no surprise that the benefactor behind this popular venue was David Mugar,
a member of one of New England’s first families of retail and the executive producer of the biggest
Independence Day celebration in America, the Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular on the Esplanade.
But Mugar is quick to direct credit for the Omni Theater to Roger Nichols, president and director of
the Museum from 1982-87.
“Roger and I were really quite close, and it was his vision that created the Omni. He approached me
because I was in the communications business. He captured my imagination immediately, and I saw
right away the possibilities. Having been in the television business and owning Channel 7 for eleven
and half years, I made the contribution to the Omni because I recognized that if one was to grab the
attention of young people and educate them quickly, in a 40–45-minute format, then the best way to
do that would be to immerse them into the picture—bring them inside the egg, I like to say.”
In addition to the naming gift made by David Mugar during the construction of the Omni, Mugar
has supported subsequent renovations and technology upgrades to the theater in 1999 and 2007.
“The Museum of Science provides excellent educational opportunities for everyone. Kids remember
what they learned at the Omni. That’s the secret of education—being able to remember and think
about what they’ve seen and think about it scientifically and how it relates to their lives.”
To celebrate its silver anniversary this year, the Museum of Science presented a revival of New
England Time Capsule, a short travelogue about the history and life in New England narrated by
Leonard Nimoy and featuring a soundtrack composed by John Williams, at Mugar’s request.
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“In the first film, The Dream is Alive,” Mugar recalls, you could be as close to launches of satellites and manned
spacecrafts as if you were at Cape Canaveral. And that applies to all of the Omni films. They transport the viewer
into the environment of the subject, as close as you can get to being there.”

Service in the Community
David Mugar served at the Museum of Science as a trustee for 35 years (from 1969 – 2004), and he has served on
the boards of a number of non-profits over the years, including the WGBH Educational Foundation, the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Massachusetts General Hospital, and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
He says that serving on the board at the Museum of Science “was a lot of fun. I’ll never forget when we had the
major vote for the expansion of the Red Wing, which would include the Omni. In the design was a small expansion
of the Museum store.”
When the vote was called to approve the beginning of construction, Mugar says, “Everybody’s hand went up. Then,
with the call for those opposed, I said, ‘I’m opposed.’ Mal Sherman said, ‘Wait a minute, David. You’re opposed to
the expansion of the wing that will add the Mugar Omni Theater to the Museum?’ I said, ‘When it comes to retailing,
the store is just woefully inadequate. We’ve got to expand by two to three times.’ I got people’s attention. Plans were
revised and expanded. Mal has joked with me many times over the years. He says, ‘The Omni was a great gift, David,
and you’ve made other financial gifts over the years, but maybe your greatest achievement of all was forcing us to
Continued on page 27
expand the store.’ It is a fine financial resource to the Museum’s budget every year.”
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The Colonel Francis T. Colby Award, the Museum’s
highest philanthropic honor, was presented to D. Reid
Weedon, Jr. and Jane and John Bradley on November 15
at the Annual Colby Society Dinner.

Colby Honors

>

>

>

>

(above, left) Dinner program for 2012 Colby
Society Event and Walker Prize.
(above, right) 2012 Colby Award honoree
D. Reid Weedon, Jr. with Ioannis Miaoulis,
Museum president and director, and Howard
Messing, chair, board of trustees.
(opposite) 2012 Walker Prize winner
Angela Belcher, PhD.
2012 Colby Award honorees John and Jane Bradley
with Frank and Adrienne Bradley.

>

Overseer Sharon Lowe with Ameeta Soni.

>

Susan Napier with Philip Kistler.

Annually presented to members of the Museum of Science community
who have made extraordinary contributions of time, treasure, and talent to
the institution, the Colby Award recognizes leaders who are instrumental
in helping the Museum deliver its mission.
Mr. Weedon has a service record at the Museum spanning six decades.
He was president of the Museum of Science Board of Directors from 1967
to 1972, and he remains a life trustee. Museum president and director
Ioannis Miaoulis thanked Mr. Weedon for “the inspiring example that you
set for the Museum’s community of supporters.”
Trustee emerita Brit d’Arbeloff, who received the Colby Award in 2010,
praised Jane and John Bradley for their “exemplary service to the Museum
of Science.” The Bradleys have provided lead support to the Museum of
Science for over 40 years, and they have been active volunteers for much
of that time. Mrs. Bradley, a trustee emerita, is a co-chair of the Honorary
Cabinet of the Campaign for the Museum of Science, and Mr. Bradley
served as an overseer emeritus through 2011.
The Colby Society, named in memory of the Museum’s first million-dollar
benefactor, is comprised of donors whose cumulative lifetime giving to the
Museum of Science totals $100,000 or more. n
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2012 Walker Prize
Angela M. Belcher, PhD, the W.M. Keck
Professor of Energy at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology was awarded
the 2012 Walker Prize at the annual
Colby Society Dinner. She delivered a
compelling presentation on her highly
interdisciplinary work.
Professor Belcher’s research seeks to
further our understanding of the process
by which nature makes materials and
focuses on the design of novel hybrid
organic-inorganic electronic and magnetic
materials. She uses these materials in
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
applications for energy,
medicine,

electronics, nanomechanics, and the
environment. Her research brings together
the fields of inorganic chemistry, materials
chemistry, biochemistry, molecular biology,
and electrical engineering.
Professor Belcher joined the faculty of
MIT in 2002. In addition to receiving a
MacArthur Fellowship in 2004, she was
named Research Leader of the Year by
Scientific American in 2006 and won the
2002 World Technology Award (Materials).
In 2009, Rolling Stone Magazine listed
Dr. Belcher as one of the top 100 people
changing the country, and in 2010 she
received the Eni Prize for Renewable
and Nonconventional Energy. Dr. Belcher
was elected to the American Academy
of Arts & Sciences in 2012.
The Walker Prize, awarded annually by the
Museum of Science to recognize outstanding published scientific investigation and
discovery, is funded by the Museum’s oldest
endowment, established in 1864 by William
Walker, MD.
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ON D IS PLAY

Architect, winged apothecary, and the ultimate pollinator, the honeybee
is an alchemist that transmutes nectar into golden honey. Throughout
history, humans have utilized and mythologized this wondrous creature.
Melding art and science through a scanning electron microscope (SEM),
photographer Rose-Lynn Fisher reveals the majesty of these fascinating
insects and a realm of intricate structure, design, and pattern unknown
to us. Through one little bee, we get a glimpse of nature’s complexity—
the worlds within worlds comprising our reality.

The Honeybee Revealed

When I first viewed the bee’s eye magnified, I was amazed to see a field of hexagons. I thought
of a honeycomb, and marveled at the similarity between the structure of the bee’s vision and the
structures she builds. Coincidence or clue? It made me consider the connection between vision
and action more deeply, and wonder if what we can observe is the honeybee telling us something
about our own essence as well.
Observed at high magnifications, the myriad forms of one little bee hint at the unending
complexity of nature, the worlds within worlds right here, all around and including us!
Honeybees live in a peaceful society whose industries benefit life. They embody a congruency
of form and function. How can we emulate their example of harmlessness and beauty? I offer
these photographs in celebration, respect, and gratitude for all that they do.
– Rose-Lynn Fisher, Artist

On Exhibit in the Art & Science Gallery through January 27. n
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2012 Bradford Washburn Award
On October 20, Jamie Hyneman and Adam Savage,
co-hosts of Discovery Channel’s popular MythBusters,
wowed a sellout crowd in the Blue Wing as they were
honored with the 48th Bradford Washburn Award
for their “outstanding contribution toward public
understanding and appreciation of science and
the vital role it plays in our lives.”
>

Ioannis Miaoulis (left)
and Howard Messing
(far right) with 2012
Washburn Awardees
Adam Savage and
Jamie Hyneman.

It was MythBusters unplugged. No ballistic gelatin, no duct tape contraptions, and no explosions.
Just Hyneman and Savage sharing a few stories about their successful and not-so-successful
experiments. And they were just as entertaining and informative as their Emmy-nominated
show, drawing big laughs throughout the program and audience Q&A.
In his introduction of Hyneman and Savage, Museum president and director Ioannis Miaoulis
referenced an episode of MythBusters from December of 2010, when President Obama
commended Hyneman and Savage for their work.“You make science fun and exciting and
interesting,” the President said. “Nothing is more important to our country’s future than
getting young people engaged with math and science.”
Hyneman, in his acceptance speech, asked, “Are we scientists? We follow our noses, and us
having a good time makes for good TV. What we’ve done is show how fundamentally human
science is. People ask questions. This type of non-linear curiosity is underlying science and
discovery and is evidenced by the fact that many of our most important discoveries are not the
result of what was being sought at the time. They’re often the result of a chance observation
or an unexpected end result.”
In his remarks, Savage mentioned the new Washburn Award kiosk near the entrance to Mathematica, and said, “To find our names among the past of Washburn honorees is ridiculously
humbling.” He went on to say, “We never set out to be an educational program. We never set
out to get kids interested in science. I like to imagine that’s one of the reasons why it works.”
Savage concluded his remarks with heartening news for the MythBusters fans in attendance.
“We both have the same desire and the same pleasure in knowing and understanding. Over the
years of making MythBusters, we’ve learned to love the process of telling the story about how we
come to understanding. We pledge to keep on telling that story as long as we’re allowed to.” n
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(clockwise from top left)
>

>

>

>

>

>

Savage and Hyneman with Michael Hall
and trustee Deborah Dunsire.
Washburn Award attendees enjoy dinner
in the Museum’s Blue Wing.
Hyneman and Savage donned Museum
educator red jackets and visited Design
Challenges with Lydia Beall and a few
younger guests.
Hyneman, Dr. Pendred Noyce, Savage,
Damian Liu, and Tyler Paquin, front.
Adam Savage delivers remarks.
Hyneman and Savage with Sofia
Canale-Parola and Franklin Schulert.
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In Brief
Biogen Idec Foundation Commits $1 million
to Support STEM Education
The Museum of Science received a $1 million grant from the Biogen Idec Foundation
to support interactive science education and outreach programs for middle and high
school students across Massachusetts. The grant is the largest single grant awarded
by the Biogen Idec Foundation to any organization in the commonwealth.
The grant establishes an endowed fund, “The Biogen Idec Foundation Science
Education Fund,” which will provide a steady stream of support to run in perpetuity.
The award will be paid out over a five-year term beginning in 2012. The Fund will
support programs that engage middle-school and high-school students in activities
that foster interest and learning in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM),
and that also have the potential to work with those of Biogen Idec’s Community Lab.
Consistent with the Biogen Idec Foundation’s and Museum’s long-standing
commitment to access for all, the fund will support programs that engage students
from diverse ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds.
“The Biogen Idec Foundation and Museum of Science share a commitment to support
STEM education in our schools through innovative programming and leveraging our
scientific expertise,” said Tony Kingsley, chairman, Biogen Idec Foundation. “Through
establishing a permanent fund with the Museum, we hope to inspire a lifelong love of
science in current and future generations of New England students.”
>

Tony Kingsley, Chairman
Biogen Idec Foundation

The Biogen Idec Foundation’s mission is to improve the quality of peoples’ lives and contribute to the
vitality of the communities in which the company operates, with a special emphasis on innovative ways
to promote science literacy and encourage young people to consider science careers.
“This generous grant from the Biogen Idec Foundation enables the Museum to enhance educational
programs that inspire students to understand both the natural and engineered worlds,” said Ioannis
Miaoulis, president and director, Museum of Science. “The Museum and the Biogen Idec Foundation
will also provide students with hands-on experiences that strengthen their interest in STEM subjects
and careers. This endowment is especially important, as it provides the Museum with a reliable income
source in perpetuity that will enable us to implement and achieve far-reaching goals.”
Founded in 1978, Biogen Idec is the world’s oldest independent biotechnology company. Through
cutting-edge science and medicine, Biogen Idec discovers, develops, and delivers to patients
worldwide innovative therapies for the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, hemophilia and
autoimmune disorders. Patients worldwide benefit from its leading multiple sclerosis therapies.
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NASA and Museum of Science Launch Engineering MISSSION

In June NASA announced an $850,000 award to the Museum of Science to support its Engineering
MISSION: Engineering for Middle School Science, Inspiration, and Opportunity project. Through the
two-year grant, the Museum will create educational programs that will bring to life the engineering
skills fueling NASA’s explorations of the universe.
The Museum’s fifth direct award from NASA since 1998, this latest grant was the largest of the 11
“innovative” science centers and planetariums projects funded through NASA’s Competitive Program
for Science Museums and Planetariums Plus Opportunities for NASA Visitor Centers and Other
Informal Education Institutions.
“Informal education providers are an important part of NASA’s education family,” said Leland Melvin,
associate administrator for NASA’s Office of Education in Washington. “By using compelling NASA
content, they help us stimulate interest in science, technology, engineering and mathematics, or
STEM. Increasing STEM literacy in students today is key to having the talent NASA will need to
embark on future missions of science and discovery.”
The Museum will partner with Goddard Space Flight Center and the Massachusetts Space Grant
Consortium to develop four resources that strengthen engineering education in informal and
out-of-school-time (OST) environments for students in middle grades, including a full-dome
planetarium show featuring NASA’s robotic missions to explore Earth and space and workshops
for science center educators and middle school teachers.

Innovation Celebrated at Second Annual Invented Here!

With Gov. Deval Patrick proclaiming September 20, 2012 as Massachusetts Inventors’ Recognition
Day, the Museum of Science, in partnership with the Boston Patent Law Association (BPLA),
shone a spotlight on New England innovators with Invented Here!
Nearly 40 submissions were received this year in the arenas of biology, chemistry, medical devices,
electronics, and more. All inventions were reviewed by a committee comprised of Museum trustees
and overseers, in conjunction with the BPLA. Three local inventors were honored:
• Hugh

Herr (MIT) for Power-Foot BiOM

• Bob

Rabiner (IlluminOss Medical) for an innovative bone stabilizing system

• Bien

Chann (MIT) for Wavelength Beam Combining

In addition, the Museum recognized a Fan Favorite — Flexible Cushioning Pads from G-Form, a
Rhode Island-based firm. Over 2,300 Facebook fans voted in this patent-pending category.
Invented Here! was sponsored by Greenberg Traurig, Hamilton, Brook Smith & Reynolds, Microsoft,
and OSRAM Sylvania. Plans are already underway for next year’s competition.
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IN BRIEF

Women In Science Celebrates 15th Anniversary
Created by a group of women affiliated with the Museum of Science as trustees,
overseers, and donors, for the past fifteen years this unique forum has enabled an
audience of interested women to hear about the research and life experiences of
distinguished female scientists and engineers, exchange ideas, and make lasting
connections.
On September 24, the Museum’s fifteenth anniversary celebration of the Women in
Science (WIS) Luncheon series was held at the Royal Sonnesta in Cambridge. The
event featured panel presentations and a discussion on the theme of mentoring
the next generation, entitled Inspiring the Aspiring: Mentoring the Next Generation.
>

(left to right)
Dr. Mary C. Boyce,
Dr. Evelynn M. Hammonds,
Caitlin Reyda, and
Dr. Barbara J. Hughey.

Emceed by Museum overseer Dr. Evelynn M. Hammonds, Dean of Harvard College, the Barbara
Gutmann Rosenkrantz Professor of the History of Science and of African and African-American
Studies; and a Women in Science Committee Member, panelists included:
Dr. Mary C. Boyce, Department Head of Mechanical Engineering; Ford Professor of
Engineering, MIT
Dr. Barbara J. Hughey, Women’s Technology Program Associate Director; Instructor,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, MIT
Caitlin Reyda, Graduate Student in Mechanical Engineering, MIT; Alumna and Staff Member,
Women’s Technology Program, MIT
At the luncheon, WIS co-chairs, Jaishree Deshpande and Susan Whitehead, announced the creation of
a new fund, the Women in Science Endowed Innovation Fund (WISE), to ensure permanent support for
programs that promote the STEM fields to young women and girls. The fund was established with over
$250,000 in gifts from WIS committee members and community participants.

Save the Date
A Science Park Evening in
Boston’s Innovation District
On April 18, 2013, the Museum will hold its annual
signature event, The Science Behind the Stars, at the
Westin Boston Waterfront. Dubbed the Innovation
District by Boston Mayor Thomas Menino, the South
Boston waterfront has benefited from investment in transportation and municipal infrastructure,
an influx of new start-ups, and a few world class medical and technology companies.
The Museum will honor its 2013 “Stars of STEM”, leaders of science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics education: Liberty Mutual Insurance, with CEO David Long accepting the award, and
local author and STEM advocate Dr. Pendred Noyce and The Noyce Foundation. Past Stars of STEM
honorees include Genzyme, Intel, Raytheon, Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick, and Lt. Governor
Tim Murray. For more information, please visit mos.org/thesciencebehind.
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Really Big Show
Continued from page 17

Family Fare
“I come from a retailing background,” says Mugar. “My dad founded the Star Market Co.,
and it’s what we talked about around the dinner table. My dad supported education because
he could not afford to go to college. He had to support the family. He always had the greatest
respect for education. He was so proud to make a number of gifts to so many of the colleges
in greater Boston.”
Mugar remembers visiting the Museum of Science when he was a boy. “The Museum of
Science has been part of this community and has always been a part of my life,” he says.
“I made many visits with my family then as a parent of three children. I used to sit in the
Friendly’s (formerly on the second floor of the Green Wing) most every Saturday while my
kids were in classes in the Museum.”

>

Still from filming of New
England Time Capsule at
Fenway Park.

The admiration Mugar holds for his father is palpable, and it is clear that his father set a
powerful philanthropic example to follow. “If one is successful,” he says, “you should look
around and try to help other people. My father was particularly interested in education, and
that’s why he supported so many universities. Mine is populist. More widespread. I’ve always
wanted to give back to society, and the Omni was one of the significant ways. Would my father
have given to the Mugar Omni Theater? I don’t know. But he would have seen the value in it.”

Random Acts of Kindness, Focused Philanthropy
David Mugar recognizes the impact of institutional philanthropy in the areas of education,
medicine, and the arts. But he also feels strongly about the personal touch when it comes to
giving. “I want to do things that will affect people in New England especially, and I like to do
things that are non-exclusionary, so that they’re available for everyone. The Fourth of July on
the Esplanade is a form of philanthropy, of course, and it doesn’t cost a penny for admission.
The poorest family can be in the front row if they get there first. And I’m very proud that
we’re about to have our 40th anniversary.”
Ideally, he would like to see his support reach its beneficiary swiftly, with no hoops to jump
through. It’s an extension to the clear course in philanthropy that he has sustained faithfully
for so many years.
“Philanthropy is personal,” says Mugar. “I believe in the individual spirit of mankind,
not just supporting major institutions. I just set up the Mugar Foundation, which will be
funded primarily at my death, and it just got clearance from the IRS to support random
acts of kindness.”
He wants to reward those doing the most to help others at the grassroots level, and he wants
his foundation to reach out to those in need of immediate financial assistance.
“Random acts of kindness are a wonderful way to applaud the human spirit, small things
that happen in society. Or if someone needs a helping hand—if someone needs a break.
Basically, recognizing the achievement of mankind in everyday ways. If you’re a good person
and you reach out to help someone, to me that’s deserving of support.” n
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Our annuity rates have never
been kept under a shell!
In fact, you’ll find it is worth sticking your neck out
for the rates offered at the Museum of Science!

ON E-LI FE
(SI NG LE)
AG E

RATE

What’s more, when you make a gift annuity with
the Museum of Science, you receive fixed quarterly
payments for life, can increase your annual

65

4.7%                      

70

5.1%                      

income, obtain substantial tax advantages and

80

6.8%                        

receive the satisfaction of providing for the future

85

7.8%                       

90

9.0%                    

of this esteemed Boston icon. We can also turn
low or no yield securities into a productive flow of

TWO-LI FE
(JOI NT & SU RVIVOR SH I P)
AG E

income. And gift annuities are simple to create.

RATE

60, 65

4.0%            

For further information please contact our

65, 70

4.4%              

Executive Director of Development Jim Kraus,

70, 75

4.8%              

at either jkraus@mos.org or call 617-589-0181.

75, 80

5.3%              

80, 85

6.1%              

85, 90

7.3%              

90, 95

8.8%                  
The Museum of Science was the first science and technology center to
be accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums. The Aldadra
tortoises in our Live Animal Center are fed from above to replicate the
beneficial exercise their legs and neck would get in their natural habitat.
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